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I. INTRODUCTION

Located 400 miles from the nearest road,1 the small indigenous

community of Newtok, Alaska consists of 354 Yup’ik Eskimos, 2 often

referred to as Alaskan Natives. The Natives of Newtok have lived near the

Bering Sea coast for more than 2,000 years, engaging in traditional

subsistence activities of fishing and hunting.3 The Natives are inextricably

tied to the land. They have a history of traveling with the migration of fish

and game, and structuring their lives around the fishing, hunting, and

berry-collecting seasons.4 Decades ago, the village relocated between the

Newtok and Ninglick Rivers as the animal migration patterns changed,5 to

an area encompassing one square mile.6

The Natives’ existence in Newtok is in a state of emergency as

climate change has stormed in over the past decades.7 Climate change is

impacting many federally recognized indigenous tribes in Alaska with 86

percent of Alaska Native villages affected by flooding and erosion.8 The

impacts affecting Newtok are attributed to rising temperatures, which

cause thawing permafrost,9 loss of sea ice, and sea level rise.10 When the

1. Anna York, Alaska Village Stands on Leading Edge of Climate Change, THE UNIV. OF N.C.

CHAPEL HILL, http://unc.news21.com/index.php/stories/alaska.html (last visited Nov. 3, 2014)

[hereinafter UNC].

2. NEWTOK PLANNING GROUP, RELOCATION REPORT: NEWTOK TO MERTARVIK 6 (Aug. 2011),

available at http://www.commerce.state.ak.us/dcra/planning/npg/pub/Mertarvik_Relocation

_Report.pdf. [hereinafter Relocation Report].

3. Newtok Village Relocation History Part One: The Qaluyaarmiut - People of the Dip Net,

STATE OF ALASKA DEP’T OF COMMERCE, COMMUNITY, AND ECON. DEV,

http://commerce.state.ak.us/dnn/dcra/planninglandmanagement/newtokplanninggroup/newtokvillage

relocationhistory/NewtokHistoryPartOne.aspx (last visited Sept. 25, 2014) [hereinafter People of the

Dip].

4. Impossible Choice Faces America’s First Climate Change Refugees, NAT’L PUB. RADIO (May

18,

2013),

http://www.npr.org/2013/05/18/185068648/impossible-choice-faces-americas-firstclimate-refugees.

5. Mark Dowie, Relocating Network, ORION MAGAZINE (2010), http://www.orionmagazine.org

/index.php/articles/article/5928#.

6. U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENG’RS, ALASKA DIST., ALASKA VILLAGE EROSION TECHNICAL

ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 26 (2006), available at http://www.housemajority.org/coms/cli/AVETA

_Report.pdf [hereinafter Assistance Program].

7. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-04-142, ALASKA NATIVE VILLAGES: MOST ARE

AFFECTED BY FLOODING AND EROSION, BUT FEW QUALIFY FOR FEDERAL ASSISTANCE 3 (2003)

[hereinafter GAO 2003 Report].

8. Id. at 2.

9. Permafrost is soil or rock that remains frozen for at least two consecutive years. Much of

today’s permafrost formed anywhere between 150 to 10,000 years ago. What is Permafrost?, INT’L

PERMAFROST ASSOC. (2014), available at http://ipa.arcticportal.org/resources/what-is-permafrost.

10. Id.

AT
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Ninglick River overtook the Newtok River, the land buffer between the

village and the Ninglick was lost; now, the Ninglick is moving closer to

Newtok due to recurrent floods and the resulting erosion.11 As a result of

the problems caused by climate change, flooding, and erosion, the majority

of Newtok is projected to be underwater by 2017.12 The cost to relocate

the village is estimated to cost between $80-200 million.13 Despite

enormous cost, the villagers have decided to relocate to Mertarvik.14

However, Newtok does not have the financial ability to fund the relocation

and is unable to qualify for the majority of federal grants due to the

stringent federal cost-sharing requirements, which are geared towards

mitigation. The result leaves Newtok with few avenues to seek relocation

assistance.15

Two solutions that would assist Newtok in obtaining funding involve

the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). FEMA standards

as set forth in the Stafford Act, which offer the Natives no hope of

acquiring funding for relocation attributable to climate change, must be

amended to create a FEMA cost-sharing exception. Additionally, FEMA’s

only current relocation initiative requires a natural disaster declaration;

therefore, FEMA standards as set forth in the Stafford Act must be

amended to create a community relocation grant program. The inevitable

relocation, combined with the imminent threat of flooding and continued

erosion, has placed significant obstacles in Newtok’s path of obtaining

FEMA grant funding to improve existing infrastructure.16 The majority of

the FEMA grant programs require recipient cost-sharing and a federal

disaster declaration.17 However, Newtok is ineligible for the majority of

FEMA funding programs because Newtok is unable to pay the hefty costsharing requirement needed for project consideration and construction,



11. Relocation Report, supra note 2.

12. Assistance Program, supra note 6.

13. See U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENG’RS ALASKA DIST., STUDY FINDINGS AND TECHNICAL

REPORT: ALASKA BASELINE EROSION ASSESSMENT 10 (Mar. 2009), available at

http://www.climatechange.alaska.gov/docs/iaw_usace_erosion_rpt.pdf (Army Corps’ estimated cost

is $95-125 million).

14. U.S GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-09-551, ALASKA NATIVE VILLAGES: LIMITED

PROGRESS HAS BEEN MADE ON RELOCATING VILLAGES THREATENED BY FLOODING AND EROSION

28 (2009) [hereinafter GAO 2009 Report].

15. Id. at 37-38.

16. Relocation Report, supra note 2, at 7.

17. The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, Pub. L. No. 93-288

(codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. §§ 5121-5208 (2006)) [hereinafter Stafford Act] (describing when

and how the federal government will fund pre- and post-disaster projects).
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and recurrent floods and erosion are not one-time disasters that qualify as

a federal disaster declaration.18

A third solution that would help accelerate Newtok’s relocation

would be to amend the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) to

mandate a lead state agency in addition to a lead federal agency. NEPA

mandates that a relocation project be evaluated with the help of a lead

federal agency to ensure the project is environmentally sound.19 While

there are many individual organizations assisting Newtok in the form of

project grants and project assistance, there is not one agency that is taking

the lead.20 At any given time, nearly twenty agencies are involved in the

funding and relocation process.21 However, because there is no lead

federal agency to head the evaluation, it places an additional hurdle in

Newtok’s path to relocation: acquiring a lead federal agency and

funding.22 Various state agencies, such as the Department of Commerce,

have helped tribes acquire funding, but no state agency is prepared to

handle all climate change project requests, calling attention to the dire

need of a lead state agency to work with the NEPA appointed federal

agency.23

Part II of this paper examines how climate change is impacting the

Newtok community and causing an imminent need for relocation. Part III

reveals how the existing legal framework fails to provide a remedy to

Newtok’s predicament. Part IV proposes three possible remedies to assist

Newtok Village. First, the existing FEMA grant guidelines should be

modified to create a cost-sharing exception where social and

environmental factors are evaluated to potentially waive the cost-sharing

requirement. Second, the existing FEMA grant guidelines should be

modified to establish a community grant relocation program to shift the

focus away from mitigation when it is an inappropriate remedy. Finally,

NEPA should be amended to appoint a lead state agency to monitor the

progress of a lead federal agency appointment. Any of the three proposed

remedies, creating a FEMA cost-sharing exception, a FEMA community



18. GAO 2009 Report, supra note 14, at 38-39. Newtok is eligible for the Pre-Disaster Mitigation

Program, which provides funding to states and tribes for mitigation projects; however, eligibility for

this grant requires a disaster mitigation plan and a cost-benefit analysis. Id.

19. National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4370(f) (1970) [hereinafter NEPA].

20. See Assistance Program, supra note 6; GAO 2009 REPORT, supra note 14, at 38.

21. Newtok Planning Group, STATE OF ALASKA DEP’T OF COMMERCE, COMMUNITY, AND ECON.

DEV., http://commerce.alaska.gov/dnn/dcra/PlanningLandManagement/NewtokPlanningG

roup/NewtokVillageRelocationHistory/NewtokHistoryPartFour.aspx (last visited Sept. 30, 2014).

22. GAO 2009 Report, supra note 14, at 42-43.

23. Id. at 40.
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relocation grant program, or amending NEPA to require a lead state

agency, could save Newtok from a dismal fate.

II. THE IMMINENT RELOCATION OF NEWTOK DUE TO CLIMATE CHANGE

INDUCED EROSION.

A. The History of the Newtok Alaskan Natives

Flooding and erosion have laid siege on the coastline of Newtok,

Alaska in a traditional and remote Yup’ik Eskimo village. Located on a

lowland plain within the Yukon Delta National Wildlife Refuge near the

Bering Sea, and between the Ninglick and Newtok Rivers,24 villagers

known as the Qaluyaarmiut, or "dip net people," have lived in the area for

over two thousand years.25 The ancestors of the Yup’ik first arrived in

Alaska approximately eleven thousand years ago when they migrated from

Siberia.26 All of the current residents speak Yup’ik and maintain a

traditional lifestyle based around family and subsistence hunting and are

inextricably linked to nature and the land upon which they live.27

Traditionally, men lived in community houses known as qasgiq’s28 and

women and young children lived in ena’s.29

As part of the Refuge, Newtok is surrounded by a variety of birds,

fish, mammals, and berries.30 Over the decades, Natives relocated to

different home sites across the coastline or established summer camp

locations to preserve their subsistence lifestyle by following the migration

patterns of wildlife.31 When a consistent food source was found, the

villagers would settle in that location temporarily and make driftwood

houses for shelter and to store their harvested foods.32 Newtok was one



24. See Immediate Action Workgroup, Recommendations Report to the Governor's Subcabinet

on Climate Change 17 (Apr. 2008), http:// www.climatechange.alaska.gov/docs/iaw_rpt_17apr08.pdf

[hereinafter IAW 2008 Recommendations].

25. Id.

26. RICK HILL ET AL., NAT’L GEOGRAPHIC, INDIAN NATIONS OF NORTH AMERICA 131 (2010).

27. Relocation Report, supra note 2.

28. All males lived in qasgiq’s, which are a semi-subterranean men’s house made out of animal

parts. This is where boys learned how to be men by learning from their elders. Qasgiq’s also served

as large community centers and were the sites of ceremonies and dances. See Cultures of Alaska:

Yup’ik and Cupik, ALASKA NATIVE HERITAGE CENTER, http://www.alaskanative.net/en/mainnav/education-and-programs/cultures-of-alaska/yupik-and-cupik (last visited Nov. 3, 2014).

29. Id. Ena’s were smaller residences than qasgiq’s and had space for women to cook.

30. People of the Dip, supra note 3.

31. Id.

32. Dowie, supra note 5.
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such migratory settlement when, in 1949, the Natives moved to the current

site across from the Newtok River.33

The migratory history of the Yup’ik changed when the Federal

Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) mandated that the villagers send their

children to BIA schools in other cities or states or build their own

schools.34 Due to their regional ancestral ties, the villagers opted to remain

in the region, and in 1958, the BIA built the Newtok School.35 During the

summers, the villagers would make a temporary move by dogsled to a

camp at Nilikluguk.36 There, they hunted salmon and herring, and searched

for berries, always returning to Newtok for the winter.37 However, the

semi-nomadic tradition that the Yup’ik had maintained for so long

ended.38 The summer camp was abandoned in the 1970s due to landslides

that altered the shoreline and impacted the seasonal movement of fish and

game.39 This is just one example where creating a community relocation

grant program and mandating a lead state agency would assist

communities as soon as need arises instead of ignoring an imminent threat

and allowing it to fester for decades.

The establishment of the BIA school, paired with the end of the

decades old seasonal migration, led to a more modern community. Newtok

now has amenities such as a clinic, post office, and updated wooden

houses40 connected by boardwalks to various community buildings.41

However, the remoteness of Newtok is not forgotten when a small airplane

makes a landing to distribute supplies needed to survive in the Arctic.42

Despite its remote coastal location, residents remain mobile by traveling

via snowmobile, all-terrain vehicle, or boat. Unfortunately, however,

climate change has caused a negative disruption to the traditional Yup’ik



33. HILL ET AL., supra note 26, at 133. However, the Natives would continue to relocate during

the spring months.

34. Dowie, supra note 5. See also Suzanne Goldenberg, America’s first climate change refugees,

THE GUARDIAN, May 30, 2013, http://www.theguardian.com/environment/interacti

ve/2013/may/13/newtok-alaska-climate-change-refugees.

35. People of the Dip, supra note 3.

36. HILL ET AL., supra note 26, at 133.

37. Mary C. Pete, Subsistence Herring Fishing in the Eastern Bering Sea Region, ALASKA DEP’T

OF FISH &amp; GAME (Feb. 1991), http://www.subsistence.adfg.state.ak.us/download/Technical

%20Papers/tp192.pdf.

38. HILL ET AL., supra note 26, at 133.

39. Pete, supra note 37. See also GAO 2003 Report, supra note 7, at 9 (stating that because

Alaska Natives are inextricably tied to the land, they have “few adaptive strategies, and their traditional

way of life is becoming increasingly vulnerable.”).

40. Id. At this time, qasgiq’s and ena’s were abandoned altogether.

41. UNC, supra note 1.

42. Id.
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way of life in Newtok, forcing Natives to modify their way of life to adapt

to the ever-changing landscape.43

B. Climate Change Erodes Newtok

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)

estimates that Arctic sea ice could be gone by the end of this century.44

The lack of sea ice and the overall thinning of sea ice make coastlines

vulnerable to erosion and flooding.45 Over the past five decades, extreme

changes have occurred in the landscape surrounding Newtok. The Arctic

Climate Impact Assessment warned “climate change could have

potentially devastating impacts on the Arctic . . . particularly those

indigenous peoples whose livelihoods and cultures are inextricably linked

to the Arctic environment and its wildlife.”46 A report by the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change found that these climate

changes are “very likely,” with 90 percent certainty, human-made.47

In the decades after the Natives settled in Newtok, they became aware

that the bank of the Ninglick River was eroding.48 The City of Newtok

requested and received state funding for an assessment of the erosion

problem and an evaluation of alternatives for erosion control to protect

several miles of the Ninglick riverbank.49 In 1983, the Ninglick River

Erosion Assessment was conducted; the erosion assessment included sets

of aerial photographs dated 1957, 1974, 1977, and 1983.50 This assessment

determined that between 1957 and 1983, the north bank of the Ninglick

43. Relocation Report, supra note 2.

44. The Arctic Perennial Sea Ice Could Be Gone by End of the Century, NASA (Oct. 23, 2003),

http://www.nasa.gov/vision/earth/environment/Perrenial_Sea_Ice.html. See generally James E.

Overland &amp; Muyin Wang, Future Regional Artic Sea Ice Declines, 34 GEOPHYSICAL RES.

LETTERS L17705 (2007) (forecasting that Bering Sea ice will decrease by more than fifty percent by

the end of the century), available at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1029/2007GL030808/pdf.

45. Arctic wide, the September sea ice is fifty percent less than in 1980 and the existing ice is

thinner. See U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, NAT’L OCEANIC AND ATMOS. ADMINISTRATION, REGIONAL

CLIMATE TRENDS AND SCENARIOS FOR THE U.S. NATIONAL CLIMATE ASSESSMENT 14 (Jan. 2013),

available at http://www.nesdis.noaa.gov/technical_reports/NOAA_NESDIS_Tech_Report_142-7Climate_of_Alaska.pdf [hereinafter National Climate Assessment].

46. Arctic Climate Impact Assessment, CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS 659 (2005) available at

http://www.acia.uaf.edu/PDFs/ACIA_Science_Chapters_Final/ACIA_Ch12_Final.pdf.

47. INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, CLIMATE CHANGE 2007: THE

PHYSICAL SCIENCE BASIS 3 (Susan Solomon et al. eds., 2007), available at

http://www.slvwd.com/agendas/Full/2007/06-07-07/Item%2010b.pdf.

48. Newtok Planning Group, STATE OF ALASKA DEP’T OF COMMERCE, CMTY. AND ECON. DEV.,

http://commerce.state.ak.us/dnn/dcra/planninglandmanagement/newtokplanninggroup/ne

wtokvillagerelocationhistory/newtokhistoryparttwo.aspx (last visited Sept. 27, 2014) [hereinafter

Early Efforts].

49. Id.

50. Id.
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River had eroded at an average annual rate of nineteen to eighty-eight feet,

depending on the upstream or downstream location, and that if the erosion

could not be slowed, community structures would be endangered within

twenty-five to thirty years (calendar years 2008-2013).51

Among its earliest attempts to combat erosion, in 1987, the villagers

placed a $750,000 sandbag wall along the riverbank.52 However, this

attempt was futile as it did nothing to stop the erosion.53 Ultimately, the

Governmental Accountability Office (GAO) concluded that seawalls will

not protect the Newtok coastline against the rapid rate of erosion.54 Erosion

is not the only problem plaguing Newtok; the thinning of sea ice is further

endangering the Natives’ way of life.

Contributing to the thinning of sea ice is the Alaskan climate, which

has warmed 3.1°F from 1949 to 2008, causing sea ice to thin

dramatically.55 During the summer months between 1979-2006, Bering

Sea ice decreased thirty-nine to forty-three percent each year from the

spring, attributed to increasing temperatures.56 The remaining Arctic sea

ice amounted to just sixty-six percent of the sea ice that was present in

1979.57 The effects of melting sea ice were felt in 1996 when the Newtok

River was overtaken by the Ninglick River.58 Because of its precarious

position along two rivers, the loss of this land buffer caused Newtok to

bear the brunt of decades of storms and floods.59 Severe floods in 2004

and 2005 caused Newtok to be surrounded by water for days and led to



51. Id.

52. GAO 2003 Report, supra note 7, at 34.

53. Id.

54. GAO 2009 Report, supra note 14, at 34.

55. Brooke Stewart, Changes in Frequency of Extreme Temperature and Precipitation Events in

Alaska 9 (2011) (M.S. thesis, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), available at

https://www.ideals.illinois.edu/bitstream/handle/2142/24093/Stewart_Brooke.pdf?sequence=1.

56. Arctic wide, the September sea ice is 50 percent less than in 1980 and the existing ice is

thinner. See NATIONAL CLIMATE ASSESSMENT, supra note 45.

57. INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, CLIMATE CHANGE 2007: SYNTHESIS

REPORT 30, http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr.pdf. See also Julienne C.

Stroeve et al., The Arctic’s Rapidly Shrinking Sea Ice Cover: A Research Synthesis, 110 CLIMATIC

CHANGE 1005 (2012) (describing how the western part of Alaska is experiencing thinner and younger

sea ice).

58. Newtok Village Relocation History, NEWTOK PLANNING GROUP, STATE OF ALASKA DEP’T

OF COMMERCE, http://commerce.alaska.gov/dnn/dcray/planninglandmanagement/newtokplanninggro

up/newtokvillagerelocationhistory/NewtokHistoryPartThree.aspx (last visited Sept. 28, 2014)

[hereinafter Relocation History].

59. Id.
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Newtok’s inclusion in two federal disaster declarations, DR-1571-AK60

and DR-1618-AK.61

The severe floods created other problems as well. The Newtok River

was used as a sewage disposal site, but because of the loss of the riverbank,

the waste has no way to exit the River.62 The waters of the Newtok River

are stagnant and when flooding occurs, the water impedes on the village,

causing a threat to villagers’ health and safety.63 A 2006 survey, conducted

by the Yukon Kuskokwim Health Corporation, found that the potency of

Newtok’s drinking water was inadequate and the community had “high

levels of contamination” from honey bucket waste.64 The decline in

Newtok’s infrastructure led to the hospitalization of 29 percent of Newtok

infants with lower respiratory illnesses.65

Newtok faces additional problems that stem from soil erosion. One

such problem involves the Newtok River, which is only navigable at high

tide, restricting villagers’ access to their subsistence hunting, homes,

facilities where fuel and necessities are delivered, and the landfill.66 As

many as sixty buildings have been abandoned because of their location

near the shore.67 The melting of permafrost, frozen anywhere from

centuries to millenia ago, also causes the infrastructure of anything built

on top of it to tilt or collapse— as did the Newtok landfill and barge

landing.68 Warming temperatures lead to melting sea ice, which

accelerates warming because it means there are fewer ice caps to reflect

the sun’s rays,69 and causes sea levels to rise, which leads to erosion eating

away at Newtok’s shoreline.70 Increased melting also causes the thawing

of permafrost; when this happens, methane is released from the permafrost

and warming accelerates.71 The constant melting also makes it difficult to

60. Federal Disaster Funds Ordered For Alaska to Aid State Local Govt. Storm Recovery,

FEMA (Nov. 16, 2004), https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2004/11/16/federal-disaster-fundsordered-alaska-aid-state-and-local-government-storm.

61. President Declares Major Disaster for Alaska, FEMA (Dec. 10, 2005)

https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2005/12/10/president-declares-major-disaster-alaska.

62. Relocation History, supra note 58.

63. Id.

64. Relocation History, supra note 58.

65. Stanley Tom, Presentation to Immediate Action Workgroup, NEWTOK TRADITIONAL

COUNCIL (2007), http://www.climatechange.alaska.gov/docs/Newtok_6NOV07bww.pdf.

66. Relocation History, supra note 58.

67. UNC, supra note 1.

68. Relocation History, supra note 58. See Permafrost, ALASKA PUB. LANDS INFO. CTR.,

http://www.alaskacenters.gov/permafrost.cfm (last visited Nov. 5, 2014).

69. Arctic Climate Impact Assessment, supra note 46, at 34, available at

http://www.acia.uaf.edu/PDFs/ACIA_Science_Chapters_Final/ACIA_Ch02_Final.pdf.

70. GAO 2009 Report, supra note 14, at 12.

71. Id.
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